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Mynerva NOUN

Save Word

M y . n e r . v a  

Definition of Mynerva

: The Roman Goddess of  Wisdom



Mynerva is an Ed-Tech Marketplace that aims to bridge the
gap between educators and learners.



Problems 
Present Flawed Market Scenario 

Customers Completion Rate Course
Providers

Abundance of options on the
internet makes it tough to pick

the best for one's need.

With course completion rates
averaging around 8%, it leads to low
learner engagement and retention.

Course providers lack proper
tools and analytics to help

monetize their courses.



of TUTORS face the same issue as US
That’s where Mynerva comes in.91%

Our founders tried to
teach online, but found it

to be ineffective and
difficult. We couldn’t

interact with our students
and had no idea how

effective our lessons really
were. 

Our Story



The Incompatibility Triangle
Personal Interaction

ConvenienceReliability

Peer GroupsClassroom Education

Other EdTech Platforms

Very personal interaction
with convenience, but

not always reliable.

Convenient and
(sometimes) reliable, but no

personal interaction.

Mynerva
Why Mynerva over its

competitors?

The three most
popular ways to upskill
yourself are generally
classroom education,
peer groups and
online platforms, and
none of them combine
personal interaction,
reliability and
convenience.

Reliable, with personal
interaction, but
inconvenient



Why Mynerva?
Gamifying the learning process and achieving higher completion rates 

Community Decision Assistance

We let you interact with active
learners and share a holistic

learning experience 

We provide Counselling and
assistance to aid decision

making 

Outcome-Based Learning

We offer Internships and Projects
to enable career development 



Why Mynerva?
Gamifying the learning process and achieving higher completion rates 

Consulting School Environment

 We aid our instructors with insights
and growth tools to help them grow

and market their course better

Our platform lets you interact
with active learners and share a
holistic learning experience - just

like a school

Seller Dashboard

Our Seller Dashboard aids in
communication, promotion and

analytics



Actuality Mynerva's Goal
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Course Completion Rate (Other Platforms)

8%

Course Completion Rate (On Mynerva)

75%

At Mynerva, we gamify the learning experience
so learning becomes personalised and effortless 

Student Interest



Product



Search for Courses,
Sort by Niches,

Explore by Category 



Access our community,
spanning thousands of

learners.



We help build your
course, with minimal

effort.



We let you test your
students with

interactive quizzes.



Experience your learning
journey with us using curated
content, seamless flow and

legitimate reviews. 



We equip learners with
notes and bite-size  

segmentation. 



We equip instructors
with demographics

and ratings



We provide
instructors with

insights and
analytics 



We enable learners to
track their performance

v/s their peers. 



We provide a
vibrant and intuitive

User Interface



Communicate effortlessly with your learners



We provide a
merch store
with reward

points based
on learner

performance



 Hassle-free Payment Collection 



 Competitive Pricing Model 

18-25%

>50% >50%

*commission rates of popular ed-tech platforms

30-70%

Class Central



Contact us 
 + 9 1  8 0 7 - 3 0 0 - 2 2 7 2

charan@mynerva.in
sriya@mynerva.in

mynerva. in 




